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Summary. Further refinements of perfect and proper
Nash equilibria are introduced, where it is assumed that
the players put equal probability on pure strategies with
the same payoff vector. Relations with persistent equilibria and stable sets are studied.
Zusammenfassung. In dieser Arbeit werden Eigenschaften
yon Nash-Gleichgewichten ftir Situationen diskutiert, in
denen die Spieler reine Strategien mit dem gleichen
Ergebnisvektor mit gleichen Wahrscheinlichkeiten bewerten. Die Beziehungen zum Konzept der stabilen Mengen
werden untersucht.
Key words: Bimatrix game, Nash-equilibria, perfect and
proper equilibria
Schliisselw6rter: Zwei-Personen-Spiele, Nash-Gleichgewichte, perfekte Gleichgewichte

1. Introduction
In a strategic game not all Nash equilibria (Nash 1951)
are reasonable outcomes. Many authors have tried to
overcome this problem by considering refinements of
the Nash equilibrium concept. Among them Selten
(1975) defined and showed existence of perfect equilibria. These equilibria are stable against small mistakes
the players could make in choosing their strategies.
Myerson (1978) was able to refine the concept of perfect
equilibrium by imposing a rationality restriction which
says that the players make more costly mistakes with
less probability. Thus proper equilibria were defined and
it was shown that every game has at least one proper
equilibrium.
Recently Garcia Jurado and Prada Sanchez (1990)
defined equalized proper equilibria and gave a proof of
existence. In this concept Myerson's definition is pushed

further in the sense that more rationality is asked from the
players. Besides the properness features it is assumed that
each player puts equal probability on any two pure
strategies that correspond to the same payoff vector,
regardless of the actions of the opponents.
In this paper we study the latter assumption of
rationality in case of (finite) two person games (bimatrix
games). First we also define equalized perfect equilibria in
an obvious way. Secondly we assign to each game a socalled "equalized game" and prove that perfect and proper
equilibria for this game exactly correspond to the equalized perfect and equalized proper equilibria for the
original game. This approach provides and alternative
existence proof for both equilibrium concepts. Formal
definitions of equalized perfect and equalized proper
equilibria are given in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3 we introduce the
equalized game and prove the result mentioned above
concerning the perfect and proper equilibria for this game.
In this section we further define iterated equalized perfect
and iterated equalized proper equilibria as those equilibria that correspond to perfect and proper equilibria for
the so-called iterated equalized game. Section 4 studies
relations between equalized perfect and proper equilibria
and persistent equilibria (Kalai and Samet 1984) and
stable sets (Kohlberg and Mertens 1986). In particular, we
provide a new proof for the result of Garcia Jurado (1989)
that every game has a persistent equilibrium which is also
an equalized proper equilibrium. The paper concludes
with some remarks in Sect. 5.

Notation. Let el, e2,..., et denote the unit vectors in W. For
SC{1 ..... t} the vector eS@W is defined by

eS=

1
0

ifkES
elsewhere

For x, y @Rt we denote x < y (x < y) if xk < Yk (Xk < Yk) for
all k ~ {1..... t }. Finally, for A C Rt, we denote by Conv(A)
the convex hull of A.
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2. Equalized perfect and proper equilibria
/7

__

m

eCperfect (eCproper) and equalized for all k C N. Here, a
pair (p, q) E Am X An is called equalized if

//

Let A = [aij]T=1 j = 1 and B--[biy]i=lj=l be real m X n
matrices. The m X n bimatrix game (A,B) is the twoperson game in strategic form with strategy spaces
~
m
z~m : ~ { p @ R m IP_O,~i=lPi~1}anddn :~-{q~Rn[q>O,
~ = l q j = l l and payoff functions K:AmXd~-~R and
L : AI'm X / J n --~ R for player ! and player 2 respectively,
where K(p,q)=pAq and L(p,q)=pBq for all (p,q)~
A~XA,. Strategies e i E d m and ej~A, are called pure
and strategies in A~ : = {p ~Amlp > 0} and z/n completely

mixed.
For p~A~, C(p):={i~{1 .... ,m}lPi>O} denotes
the carrier of p, PB2(p):={j~{1,2 .... ,n}[pBej=
m a x ~ ..... ,lpBes} represents the set of pure best
replies of player 2 to p (in (A,B)) and B f f p ) : =
Conv({ej~dn]j~PB2(p)}) is the set of best replies of
player 2 to p. For q ~ A,, the sets C(q), PB~(q) and B1 (q)
are defined analogously.
A strategy pair (p,q)~AmXA, is called a (Nash)
equilibrium for (A,B) (cf. Nash 1951) if b o t h p ~B~(q) and
q~B2(p), or equivalently, if both C(p)CPBa(q) and
C(q) C PBa(p). It was shown that the set EtA,B) of all
Nash equilibria for (.4, B) is non-empty.
In this paper we introduce and investigate modifications of the concepts of perfect equilibria (Selten 1975)
and proper equilibria (Myerson 1978). A strategy pair
(fi, ~t) ~ A ~ X An is called perfect (proper) for (A, B) if there
exist sequences {e~}~N of positive reals converging to
zero and {(p~,qk)}k~N of pairs of completely mixed
strategies converging to (/~, ~) such that (p~', q~) is e ~'perfect (aCproper) for (A,B) for all k E N . Here, with
e > 0, a pair (p, q) ~ A ~ X d~ is called a-perfect for (A,B) if
for all i,r~{1, ...,m} andj, s~{1 ..... n}

eiA = e~A ~Pi = P r

(i, r E {1, .,., m})

Bej = Bes ~ qj = qs

(j, s C {I .... , n}).

(1)

From this definition it is immediately clear that e-proper
implies e-perfect and that e-proper (e-perfect) implies
proper (perfect). Equalized proper equilibria have already
been studied in Garcia Jurado and Prada Sanchez (1990)
and existence was shown. We will provide a new proof of
existence in Sect. 3.
The following example shows that a proper equilibrium need not be e-perfect.

Example 1. Consider the 2X 3 bimatrix game (A,B) given
by

(A,B)=I(3,6)

(0,6)

(5,5) 1 .

(o,o)

(2,o)

(5,5)

Defining e k -

1
k+l

, qk_

k
k+l

!
e3+ k + l

2

(Tel+

i 1 el' it is easily checked
53 e2) and pk _ k k+ 1 e2 + "-k -~

that (pk, qk) is eCproper for all k > 1.
Hence, (e2, e3)~PR(A,B). However, (e2, e3) is not eperfect because all equalized and e-perfect strategy pairs
(p,q) ~A2XA3 must satisfy ql =q2, which implies that
e2Aq < elAq and so P2 ~< apl. In fact the unique e-perfect
1

1

(e-proper) equilibrium for (A,B) is (e~, T e~ + ~- e~).

3. Equalized games

eiAq < erAq ~ Pi ~ e
pBej < pBes ~ q~~ e
and e-proper for (A,B) if for all i,r~{1 ..... m} and
j,s~{1 .... ,n}

eiAq < erAq ~ Pi ~ epr
pBej < pBe~ ~ qj < eqs.
For the sets PE(A,B) of perfect and PR(A,B) of proper
equilibria for (A, B) it was shown that

0 ~ PR(A, B) C PE(A, B) C EtA, B).
Now we introduce the following
Definition. Let (A,B) be an m X n bimatrix game. A
strategy pair (/3,ZI)~ Am X d n is called equalized perfect
(equalized proper) for (A,B), or shortly e-perfect (eproper), if there exist sequences {ek}keN of positive reals
converging to zero and {(pk, qk)}ker~ of pairs of completely mixed strategies converging to (/3, ~) such that (pk, q~) is

In this section we assign to each bimatrix game a so-called
equalized bimatrix game. It turns out that perfect and
proper equilibria for the equalized game exactly correspond to the equalized perfect and equalized proper
equilibria for the original game.
Let (A,B) be an m X n bimatrix game. Two pure
strategies el, er ~ Am are called payoff equivalent for player
1 (in (A, B)) if eiA ~ era (cf. (1)). The equivalence classes of
payoff equivalent pure strategies induce a partition
{M1,M2,...,M~} of the set {1,2 .... ,m}. Similarly one
defines payoff equivalent pure strategies for player 2 and a
partition {NI, N2, ..., N~} of {1,2,..., n}. Furthermore, the
rhX~ equalized game (A,B) corresponding to (A,B) is
defined b y A [a~]t,
- ~~ 1 v~~ l and/] ---- [buv],u
- '~= l v = 1, where
~,~ :--

eip

eNv

A--

and

b/~v :--

ei~

B

eNv

(2)

for all/~ @ {1,..., rh} and v ~ {1,..., ~}. Note that the pure
strategy e~ E Am of the equalized game (A,/~) corresponds
to the barycentre of the equivalence class of pure strategies
corresponding to M~.
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Proof We only prove (ii). First we demonstrate the "only

Let the mapping f : Am X A~ --+A~aX A~ be defined by

for all (p, q) ~ Am X A,. Obviouslyfis continuous. Further
we introduce the sets Am C Am and A, CA, by

(I l

A~ :

Cony \[]--M~-~]jve{~..... ~}

)

and

if"-part. Let (p, q) be e-proper for (A, B). Then we can find
sequences {eg}keN of positive reals converging to zero
and {(pk, qe)}eey of pairs of completely mixed strategies
converging to (p, q) such that (pg, q~) is eCproper and
equalized for all k ~ N . Defining (x,y):=f(p,q) and
(xk,yk):=f(pk, q ~) for all k ~ N , it follows that
(xk,y k) ~ ZlmX Aa for all k ~ N and, by continuity of f,
(xg,y ~) converges to (x,y). Let, for all k@N,

c~:=e~.max{
(4)

A, ' = Conv \ [ IN~] J~{1 ..... ~}

such that all e-perfect equilibria for (A, B) are contained in
Am X zl~. It is clear that the r e s t r i c t i o n f o f f t o d mN A, is a
bijection and has a continuous inverse j>-m.
With respect to Nash equilibria we now can formulate

max
r

max

I%1,

. . . . . rfi}

IN~I}.

(6)

v ~ { l . . . . . ~1

We are finished if we can show that (xk, y k) is c~k-proper
for (A,B) for all k ~ N . Let/2, p ~ { 1 ..... rfi} be such that
et~Ayk <eoAy k. Then eiAq~ <e~Aq k for all i~M/~ and
r r M o (cf. (5)). Hence, pf < ekp~ for all i ~ M~ and r r M e.
Consequently,

x~ = ~" pik < eelM~{ ~

E JinX J,,.
Then (p, q) E E(A,B ) if and only ill(P, q) EE(],/~).
e v,
eG
and q = 2 ~ = l d ~ - Proof Let p = ~/~rfi= ~ cv

Similarly one finds that xkBev<xkBeo implies that
y~ < c~k y~k for all k C N and v, o-C {1,..., 1/}.
Secondly we prove the "if"-part. Let (x, y) : = f ( p , q) be
proper for (.,t,/~). Let {ek }ke i and {(xe, yk)}k e i C A,~ X ~1~
be sequences as required for the properness of (x,y).
Defining (pg, qk) : =2~-1 (x ~, yk) E Am X A,, the continuity
o f j~-1 implies that (pk, qk) converges toff- l (x, y) = (p, q).
Let 3 k be defined as in (6). By definition (pk, qk) is
equalized, so it suffices to show that (pk, qk) is c~k-proper
for all k E N.
Let i, rE{1,...,m} be such that eiAqkerAq k. For
/2, 0 E {1,..., rh} with i E Mv and r E Mo, (5) implies that
k
e~,Ayk < eoAy k so x~k < e k x o.
Consequently,

INd

Define (x,y) ~ d ~ XA~
/~ ~{1, ..., rh} be fixed. Then

evdY= 2

IMv-~A\ [N~I ~

v=l

= Y

v=l

--

e%

by

J

I..l A

(

Aq = eiAq

(x,y)'=f(p,q).

Let

qj
v

1

IN I/

for all i E M,.

(5)

I%1
It follows that I-tEPBI(y) in (A,/~) if and only if
Mv CPBI(q) in (A,B). Furthermore, since xv =
~iem, pi=cv we have that p EC(x) if and only if
M. C C(p).
This proves that Q(p)CPBI(q) in (A,B) if and only if
C(x)CPBI(y) in (A,B). Similarly one shows that
C(q)CPB2(p) in (A,B) if and only if C(y)CPB2(x) in

(A,B).

[]

With respect to e-perfect and e-proper equilibria we have

_

Pik

_

p~ =

~kl%lx~ < Okxk

Theorem 3.1. Let (A, B) be an m X n bimatrix game and let
f:A~XA~-~A~XAa be defined as in (3). Let (p,q)

_

_

.o.

x~ < ekxea_ *k
k
IM.I
IM.I
IMvI [M~ xo
-

IMol

< ~k IMolpf <_ akpf.
Similarly one finds that pkBej<pkBes implies that
qJk <
[]
- - c~kq~ for all k E N and j, sE {1, . . .,n}.
The existence of proper equilibria immediately implies the
following
Corollary. Every bimatrix game has at least one e-proper

equilibrium.
Theorem3.2. Let (A,B) be an m X n bimatrix game. Let
f : A m X A , + A m X A a be defined as in (3). Let

(p, q) E J~ X A,. Then
(i) (p , q) is e-perfect for (A, B) if and only iff (p , q) is perfect
for (A, B)
(iO (p, q) is e-properfor (A, B) if and only iff(p, q) is proper
for (A,B).

These results are illustrated in

Example2. Consider the 2 X 3 bimatrix game (A,B) of
Example 1.
Then r h = r ~ = 2 , MI={1), M2={2}, N1={1,2} and
N2 = {3}. The equalized game (A,B) is given by
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(A,B)= [(1+,6)
(1, 0)

4. Relations with persistent equilibria and stable sets

(5,5)]
(5, 5)

It is easily checked that the unique perfect (proper)
equilibrium for (A,/~) is (el,el). Hence, f - l ( e l , e l ) =
1

1

(ei, -7 e~ + ~- e2) C A~ )< A3 is the unique e-perfect (eproper) equilibrium for (A,B).
In Example 1 it was shown that (e2, e3) EPR(A,B). By
Theorem 3.1 we have f(e2, e3) =(e2, e2) EE(A,B). However, (e2, e2) ~PR(A,B).
The following example indicates that the concepts of eperfectness and e-properness can again be refined.

Example 3. Consider the 2 X 3 bimatrix game (A, B) given
by

(A,B)=[

(0,1)
(0, --1)

(1, --1)
(1, 1)

(2,0) 1
(2, 0)

The 1 • 3 equalized game (_3,/}) is given by
(A,/~) = [(0,0)

(1,0)

Kalai and Samet (1984) introduced persistent equilibria
and showed that each bimatrix game has at least one
persistent equilibrium which is also proper. In this section
this result will be strenghtened by showing that there exists
at least one persistent equilibrimn which is also e-proper.
First we recall the definitions of absorbing and persistent retracts, which are of the root of the definition of a
persistent equilibrium. Let (A,B) be an m Xn bimatrix
game. A convex and closed set R = R 1 X R 2 C A m X A n is
called an absorbing retract for (A, B) if there exists an open
neighbourhood V of R such that for all (p, q) E V there
exists a pair (/3,O)ER with/3@Bl(q) and ~EB2(p). An
absorbing retract which does not properly contain another absorbing retract is called a persistent retract. An
equilibrium for (A,B) which is contained in a persistent
retract is called a persistent equilibrium.
Using selection retracts Kalai and Samet showed
Lemma 4.1 (Kalai and Samet 1984).

(i) Every absorbing retract contains a persistent retract.
(ii) Every persistent retract contains a proper equilibrium.

(2,0)].
For our purposes we also need

Note that in (A,B) player 2 has three equivalent pure
strategies. So one might consider the 1 X 1 equalized game
(A,B) corresponding to (A,B) given by
(3,/~) = [(1, 0)].
Obviously (A,/}) has only one (perfect and proper)
equilibrium which corresponds to the e-proper equilibrium
'
+•
el
2 e2, ~- el
3 e2 + 3 e3) for (A,B). However,

(1 +•

using Theorem 3.2, one finds that ( s1e l + 5-e2,
1
q) is eproper for (A,B) for all qEA3.
Example 3 motivates the following definitions.
LetBG denote the set of all (finite) bimatrix games. Let
the mapping g : B G ~ B G be defined by g(A,B):= (A,B)
for all (A,B)@BG. It is clear that for every (A,B)EBG
there exists a smallest integer t such that

g'(A,B) =g'+a(A,B).
The game gt(A,B) will be called the iterated equalized
game corresponding to (A,B). Strategy pairs in the
original game (A,B) will be called iterated e-perfect
(iterated e-proper) if they correspond to perfect (proper)
equilibria for the iterated equalized game.
By definition, the existence of these equiiihrium concepts is guaranteed and, clearly, iterated e-perfect (iterated e-proper) implies e-perfect (e-proper). However,
Example 3 shows that the converse of the last statement
need not hold.

Lemma 4.2. Let (A, B) be an m X n bimatrix game and let
f: Am X A n ~ Zlth)( A~ be defined as in (3). Let R C Am X Jn
be an absorbing retract for (A, B ). Thenf(R ) is an absorbing
retract for (A,B).

Proof It is easily checked that f ( R ) = T~ • T~ for two
convex and closed sets TL C Ar~ and T2 C A~. Since R is an
absorbing retract for (A,B) there exists an open neighbourhood VC Am X An, VDR, such that for all (p, q)E V
there exists a pair (/3, ~) C R with/3 E BI (q) and ~ E B2(p).
Define [2:=VO(z~m•
Then f(12)=f(12) is an
open set in Am X A~ because j?-1 is continuous. Since l? D R
we have f(fT)Df(R). Let (x,y)Cf(V). Defining
(p, q) : = j~- 1(x, y) E ~7, there exists a pair (/3, q) E R such
that/3 EBI(q) and c) CBz(p) in (A,B).
With 0~,)3):=f(/3,~)~f(R) this implies (cf. (5)) that
s
and ~EB2(x) in (A,B). Hence, f(R) is an
absorbing retract for (A,B).
[]
Now we can provide an new proof for the following
theorem of Garcia Jurado (1989).
Theorem 4.3. There & a pers&tent retract which contains an

e-proper equilibrium.
Proof Let (A,B) be an m X n bimatrix game. Let
R : = Am X z~n. Clearly R is an absorbing retract for (A, B).
Using Lemma 4.1 (i), R contains a persistent retract P for
(A,B) and so, by Lemma 4.2,f(P) is an absorbing retract
for the equalized game (A,B). Lemma 4.1 implies that
f(P) contains a proper equilibrium (x,y) for (A,B). Since
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P C Am X J , we have that aT-: (x, y) E P and, by Theorem
3.2, JT"--I (X, y) is an e-proper equilibrium for (A, B).
[]
Corollary. Each bimatrix game has a persistent equilibrium
which is also e-proper.

The following example shows there need not be a persistent retract which contains an iterated e-proper equilibrium.

various assertions in Example 5 can be easily verified by
means of the results in Borm (1990) on 2 N n bimatrix
games.

Example 5. Consider the 2 )< 5 bimatrix game (.4, B) given
by
(A,B)~ [(1,1)
(0, 3)

(1,3)
(0, 1)

(0,4)
(0, --2)

(6,2)
(0, 2)

(0,2) 1 "
(4, 2)

It follows that E(A,B) = T: U T2, where

Example 4. Reconsider the 2 X 3 bimatrix game (A, B) of
Example 3. The unique iterated e-proper equilibrium for
this game is ( 21 el + 5-1 e2, -71 el + -71 e2 -k __1
a e3), whereas

+ les}
X Cony

the persistent retracts for (A,B) are the sets
{(p, e2)} for all p C Conv({e2,

e:+ 21 e 2 /I~] \\ ft -: F e : + 71e 2 }

{(p, el)} for all p C Conv({el,

e l + T e1 2 } ) \ { T e ~1

and

{1

el

_t_l

4

1

2

3

s es, T e2 + T es, -7 e4 + 7- e5 }

and
T2 = C o n v

+ l e22 }

{4

el + 4 e2, el } X {e3}.

Further, all stable sets consist of only one point and, with
(p, q) E A2 X As, {(p, q)} is stable if and only if (p, q) E T~.
However, since

1

el + 2 e2} X Conv({el, e2}).

This can be seen as follows. Let R I X R 2 C A 2 X A 3 be a
persistent retract for (A, B). Since B~ (q) = A2 for all q ~ A3
"minimality" of R 1 N R ; implies that tR:I = 1. Let p ~A2
be such that R: = {p}.
Suppose p ~ Conv({e2, y1 el + i2 e2}) and p ~ ~-1 el
+ ! e2. It is easily seen that for any (small) neighbour2

hood U ~ p it holds that B2(p') = {e2} for allp' E U. Hence,
e2 ER2. Since {(p, e2)} is absorbing, it then follows that
R2={e2}. A similar argument can be applied in case
p E Conv({e:, ~-: el + ~-1 e2}) a n d p ~ S-1 el + 5-1 e2.
Now suppose p = 7

el + Z2 e2. Note that any open

neighbourhood
U~p
contains
strategies
p IE
Conv({el,p}) and p2@Conv({e2,p}) with p:vap and
p2 =/=p. Since B2(p :) = {el } and B2(p 2) = {e2}, it follows
that {el,e2} CR2. Convexity then implies Conv{el,e2}
CR2. Clearly, {p}NConv{el,e2} is absorbing, so
Cony{e:, es} =R2.
We now focus on relations between e-perfect and e-proper
equilibria and stable sets ~ la Kohlberg and Mertens
(1986).
Jurg et al. (1992) showed that each persistent retract
contains a stable set. However, a generalization of Theorem 4.3 towards stable sets does not hold. Moreover,
although each stable set consists of perfect equilibria only,
Example 5 shows that there need not be a stable set that
contains an e-perfect equilibrium. At this point it would
carry us too far to give the precise definition of stability.
Therefore, we cannot provide a detailed analysis of the
game in Example 5. However, we like to note that the

(A,/~) = [(1, 1)
L (0, 3)

(1, 3)
(0, 1)

(0, 4)
(0, --2)

(3, 2 ) ]
(2, 2) J

the set of equalized perfect equilibria for (A,B) is/'2.

5. Concluding remarks

(i) First of all we like to note that all definitions and
results of the previous sections can directly be extended to
the n-person case (n > 3).
(ii) It can be shown that the sets of e-perfect and iterated
e-perfect equilibria for bimatrix games both are the finite
union of polytopes. This immediately follows from Theorem 3.2(i), the definition of iterated e-perfect and the fact
that the set of perfect equilibria for a bimatrix game is the
finite union of polytopes (cf. Borm et al. 1988).
(iii) Borm (1990) provides a geometric-combinatorial
approach (GC-approach) to determine e.g. perfect and
proper equilibria for 2 ;< n bimatrix games. Hence, using
Theorem 3.2, the GC-approach can also be applied to
determine e-perfect and e-proper equilibria for 2 N n
bimatrix games.
In the present paper the GC-approach was also used
for determining persistent retracts and stable sets in the
Examples 4 and 5.
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